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Near-Field Focused Reflectarray Antenna and Reconfigurable
Intelligent Surfaces: The Potential of Wave Propagation
Control for Smart Radio Environment
Wael Elshennawy*

Abstract—Reconﬁgurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) have recently attracted attention in the
implementation of smart radio environment. In this paper, RISs are realized by the near-ﬁeld focused
antennas (NFF). A near-ﬁeld channel gain model of RIS-assisted wireless communications is developed
for an NFF reﬂectarray antenna based on the physics and electromagnetic nature of the RISs. The
developed model entails the computation of the reﬂectarray aperture eﬃciency. Also, it takes into
account reﬂectarray reconﬁgurablility to cope with varying environment, physical factors like the
physical dimensions of the RISs, and the radiation patterns of the unit cells. Moreover, it is characterised
by a reduction in the complexity. This model is further used in computing the positioning performance
bounds and estimating the RIS optimal beamformer weights. For a validation purpose, the model is
simulated by using Matlab software, and the results are compared to the simulation results of a near-ﬁeld
model discussed in literature. The comparison shows a very good agreement. Finally, the reﬂectarray
antenna is thinned to achieve a performance comparable to a fully populated reﬂectarray antenna case
using the full wave 3D electromagnetic solver CST Microwave Studio (CST MWS).

1. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless networks are expected to evolve toward intelligent and software reconﬁgurable paradigms
enabling ubiquitous communications between humans and mobile devices [1]. They will be capable
of sensing, controlling, and optimizing the wireless environment to fulﬁll the visions of low-power,
high-throughput, massively-connected, and low-latency communications [2]. A key conceptual enabler
that is recently gaining increasing popularity is the RIS, which represents a breakthrough technology.
RIS is rapidly evolving to support the software-deﬁned networking (SDN) [3]. RISs can eﬀectively
re-engineer impinging electromagnetic waves in a controlled manner and provide diﬀerent functions
including steering toward any direction, full absorption, polarization manipulation, and more. Therefore,
RISs can bring beneﬁts to the wireless communications [4], multiple inputs multiple outputs (MIMO)
broadcasting for simultaneous wireless information and power transfer [5], secure transmission [6],
backscatter communications [7], and localization and positioning [8].
RISs and NFF arrays share common functions of electromagnetic waves manipulation such as the
control of sidelobe level, −3 dB focal spot, implement multifocuss NFF antennas, and electronically
scan the focal point [9]. Thus, there is a growing interest in the application of NFF RISs, which highly
concentrate the electromagnetic (EM) power into small spot regions in smart radio environment [1].
This feature of NFF RISs goes beyond the beam-steering capability by focusing the radiated ﬁeld over
a constrained ﬁeld of view (FoV). So, they can simultaneously control the direction of the radiated
wavefront and the depth of focus [2]. This high focusing capability can serve multiple applications, i.e.,
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making possible the precise radio localization of users [10], mapping of environments [11], etc. NFF RISs
can be implemented by a number of diﬀerent technologies and layouts [12]. Most notably, technologies
that allow for the implementation of planar NFF antennas are preferred, especially array antennas.
The phase of each antenna element current is adjusted to achieve constructive interference of all ﬁeld
contributions at the focal point [9].
The limitation associated with RIS-assisted wireless communications operating in the near-ﬁeld
is the lack of reliable electromagnetic models for the RISs. Majority of the existing research works
are based on far-ﬁeld models [13, 14]. Therefore, it may lead to relatively simpliﬁed algorithm designs
and performance predictions [15]. The path loss models used in most existing works do not consider
physical factors such as the size of the RISs, nor the dimensions of the antenna elements [14]. Channel
models play an important role in assessing the performance of modulation, equalization, and coding
techniques on real channels. Moreover, the channel gain models describe the near-ﬁeld scattering
problem, which usually involves high complexity burden accompanied by an evaluation of multiple
integration equations [16–18]. To this end, the need of developing a near-ﬁeld channel gain model
is characterized as a low complexity and a simple electromagnetic model. Besides, the accuracy of
estimating the positioning and localization primarily depends on reliable channel gain model to cope
with the dynamic changes in the smart radio environment.
In this paper, NFF RIS is employed to support only two electromagnetic waves manipulation
functions, i.e., steer and focus in the near-ﬁeld region. NFF RIS is realized by using a reﬂectarray
antenna. A near-ﬁeld model for the computation of the reﬂectarray antenna channel gain is developed,
which takes into account many factors like the physical dimension of the RISs, dimensions of the
unit cells, and the radiation pattern of the unit cells. This model encompasses the calculation of
reﬂectarray antenna aperture eﬃciency and takes into account the elements dimensions reconﬁgurablility
in computing the channel gain. The complexity of calculating the near-ﬁeld scattered ﬁelds is merely
reduced into an operation of searching the Fresnel integral tables instead of computing the integration
equations of the EM scattering problem [17, 18]. The model is validated by comparing its simulation
results with a near-ﬁeld model discussed in [19] by using Matlab software. Then the model is exploited
in the near-ﬁeld phase-only synthesis (POS) technique to compute the optimal RIS beamformer weights.
A Fisher information matrix (FIM) analysis is discussed for NFF RIS, and FIM is used to derive the
position error bounds (PEB). Finally, the reﬂectarray antenna is thinned with the aim of obtaining
fewer reﬂectarray antenna elements by using a CST MWS, that achieves the required target focus area
without causing major degradation in NFF RIS radiation pattern characteristics.
2. SYSTEM MODEL
2.1. Geometry Model
An RIS-aided communication for 3D setup is shown in Figure 1 where an oﬀset-feed antenna source,
e.g., base station (BS), transmits a signal received by an RIS. Then, it scatters back toward a singleantenna receiver, e.g., user equipment (UE). An RIS is located in the x-y plane at xk . The RIS is
modeled as a reﬂectarray antenna with inter-element spacing λ/2 to avoid the mutual coupling eﬀect,
where λ denotes the signal wavelength. The reﬂectarray antenna elements m ∈ {1, . . . , M } are arranged
periodically along x and y coordinates with an edge boundary. The BS is located in the xz-plane at xBS
with a distance l0 from the center of the RIS and an angle θ0 ∈ [0, π/2]. It transmits a y-co-polarized
wave toward the RIS with its radiation boresight pointing toward the reﬂectarray antenna center. It
scatters oﬀ the RIS and travels toward the UE at a distance d from the center of the RIS and an angle
ϕ ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. The UE can span the entire plane, and its unknown location parameter is x. BS and
UE are synchronized. The RIS is intelligent in the sense that the m-reﬂecting elements can adaptively
change their phases in order to spatially steer a main beam toward the UE.
2.2. Signal and Channel Model
The received complex baseband signal at the UE is composed of a scattered signal as in [20]
y(t) = αs(t − τ ) + w(t),

(1)
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration for the scenario that is used in the problem formulation. Near-ﬁeld
focused reﬂectarray antenna with M elements. The reﬂectarray is illuminated by a rectangular feed
horn antenna.
where α is the channel gain, s(t) a known orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal
with an average transmit power P at a carrier frequency fc , and w(t) a white Gaussian noise with
power spectral density (PSD) N0 /2. τ = xk − xBS /c + x − xk /c, and c denotes the speed of
light. The paper discusses the case of narrowband near-ﬁeld operation mode, where the condition
max(xk − xBS , x − xk ) ≤ 2D2 /λ is satisﬁed, and D is the largest reﬂectarray antenna dimension.
The signals at the reﬂectarray antenna elements are not resolvable in the delay domain. The channel
gains from the BS to an RIS hm and from an RIS to the UE gm are expressed as
BR

jφm
,
hm = ρBR
m e

(2)

jφRU
m

RU
BR
RU
ρBR
m , ρm , φm , φm
expressed as

.
(3)
gm = ρRU
m e
are the magnitudes and phases of the complex channel gains. The phases can be
BR

ejφm = e−j2πxBS −qm /λ ,
jφRU
m

where qm

= e−j2πx−qm /λ ,
e
= (xm , ym , 0) is the position of the reﬂectarray antenna unit cell.

(4)
(5)

2.3. Problem Formulation
NFF RIS can improve the spatial resolution of a localization system [9]. The most evident design
criterion consists of exploiting the well-known optical focusing concept by achieving a constructive
in-phase summation, i.e., focal point at the target point [9]. In smart-radio environment, the UE
moves from a location to another, which requires the use of near-ﬁeld model exhibiting low complexity
for computing the channel gain in response to the dynamic smart radio environment changes. Thus,
this allows to rapidly change the antenna geometrical conﬁguration of NFF RIS to acquire the proper
phase distribution of the radiation currents on the aperture surface. The required reﬂectarray antenna
excitation proﬁle here will be derived from the phase-conjugate approach.
3. NEAR-FIELD CHANNEL GAIN ANALYSIS
3.1. RIS Signal Model
The observed signal at the antenna UE, subcarrier n ∈ {0, ..., N −1}, and time t ∈ {1, ..., T } is expressed
as
(6)
yn,t = hT Ωgsn,t e−j2nΔf τ /c + wn,t ,
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where Ω = diag(ejω1 , . . . , ejωM ), ωm is the reﬂectarray antenna element weight, Δf the subcarrier
spacing, sn,t the pilot symbol, and wn,t the noise. After signal acquisition and conversion to the frequency
domain, the noise-free observation on subcarrier n is expressed as in [21]
f [n] = s[n]αEE ej2πτ W/(N +1) ,

(7)

where W is the OFDM symbol bandwidth, and s[n] is the pilot symbol on subcarrier n. αEE is the
end-to-end channel gain and is expressed in [21] as follows:
αEE = μhT Ωg,

(8)

where μ is the reﬂectarray antenna aperture eﬃciency, and h is the M × 1 channel gain vector between
BS and RIS with entries hm . Similarly, g is the M × 1 channel gain vector between RIS and UE with
entries hm . The matrix Ω weights are adaptively controlled to meet the highly-mobile users mobility
in dense smart radio environment, and it will be optimized in the next section.
3.2. Near-Field Channel Gain
The reﬂectarray antenna implements the aperture phase tuning technique [22] by changing the sizes of
reﬂectarray antenna elements, which compensates the spatial phase delay of scattered ﬁelds. For the
near-ﬁeld focused radiation, the required phase compensation can be expressed as in [9]
ωm = k(lm + dm − l0 − d0 ),

(9)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber; d0 and l0 are the distances between the reﬂectarray antenna center
and the focal point and the feeder phase center, respectively. dm and lm are the distances between
the mth reﬂectarray antenna element and the focal point and the feeder phase center, respectively
as illustrated in Figure 2(a). The reﬂectarray antenna resembles the characteristics of an ellipsoidal
reﬂector that focuses its scattered ﬁelds at the second focal point, whilst its feed antenna is located at
its ﬁrst focal point [23].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Reﬂectarray structure and its parameters for near-ﬁeld focusing application. (a) Side view;
(b) elevation view.
The gain concept for a near-ﬁeld focused antenna is quite diﬀerent from it serves for the far-ﬁeld
radiation pattern of unfocused antennas. It is dependent on the distance from the antenna aperture as
well as the direction [23]. The channel gain magnitude can be expressed as in [24]

4πPr
,
(10)
ρ=
Υ
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√
where (Υ = 12 Z0 E02 A) is the total power radiated by the antenna aperture size area A; Z0 is the
intrinsic impedance of free space; and E0 is the aperture ﬁeld amplitude. Pr = z 2 |S| is the power
radiated by unit solid angle in the z direction, and S is the Poynting vector. The discussion will be only
restricted to a plane structure, and the analysis will be based on the scalar ﬁeld theory [24]. Thus, it is
assumed that the ﬁeld over the aperture is uniformly polarized in one direction. The ﬁeld distribution
over the aperture will be designated by Π, which is deﬁned as a product of the amplitude distribution
Λ and the phase distribution B as follows.
Π = Λe−jB .

(11)

It is convenient to change the notations somewhat from those used in Equations (10), (11) for the
next two subsections.
1) BS to RIS : For the case of propagation emanating from the BS toward the reﬂectarray antenna
in the focal plane near the axis, the electric ﬁeld of a focused aperture has all the properties of the
Fraunhofer region in complete agreement with the Fresnel ﬁelds expression given in [23]. This is as well
asserted by Silver for the ﬁeld on the axis in the Fresnel region in [24]. Therefore, the ﬁeld impinging
on the reﬂectarray antenna elements by the feed antenna can be expressed as [9].
e−jklm
,
lm
(0 ≤ θm,f ≤ π/2),

BR
jυm,f
= ΛBR
= F (r̂m,f )
Em
m e

F (r̂m,f ) = Af ejφf (cos θm,f )q ;

(12)
(13)

where (rf , θf , φf ) represent the feed antenna spherical coordinates; Af is the complex amplitude, r̂m,f
is the unit vector pointing from the feed antenna toward the reﬂectarray antenna element; and θm,f
is the angle between r̂m,f and the normal direction to the aperture plane as illustrated in 2(b). The
pattern shape of the feed’s radiation is modeled by a cosine taper raised to an exponent q, whose value
is determined by matching Eq. (13) with the actual feed’s radiation pattern [25]. ρBR
m can be expressed
as




2 S


4πH
BR,m

,
(14)
ρBR
m =  1√
Z0 (E0,feed )2 Afeed
2
where H is the height of the feed antenna, |S BR,m | the Poynting vector directed toward reﬂectarray
antenna mth element, E0,feed the feed antenna aperture ﬁeld amplitude, and Afeed the feed antenna size
area.
2) RIS to UE : The ﬁelds scattered by reﬂectarray antenna mth elements are focused into the Fresnel
region. The total ﬁelds emanating by the reﬂectarray antenna elements at UE can be expressed in [9]
as follows
M

RU
BR
=
e−jψmn Em
Emn .
(15)
E
m=1

The complexity of ﬁeld calculation is simply reduced into a scalar scattering problem, where Emn can
be expressed as in [23]
z u 
Emn = n Cam ,xn,+ + Cam ,xn ,− − jSam ,xn ,+ − jSam ,xn ,−
2
Cbm ,yn ,+ + Cbm ,yn ,− − jSbm ,yn ,+ − jSbm ,yn ,−
RU
jE0,m
(cos θmn )qe ;
dm

(0 ≤ θmn ≤ π/2),

(16)

RU is the reﬂectarray antenna mth element aperture ﬁeld amplitude, and a
where E0,m
m and bm are the
reﬂectarray antenna mth element dimension in x, y coordinates, respectively. C, S, and ψmn terms are
expressed in [23] as follows

Cκ,χ,± = C

κ ± 2uχ
zn uλ

.

(17)
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Sκ,χ,± = S

κ ± 2uχ
zn uλ

.

(18)


u − 1  2  2
ψmn = k
−
xn + y n
.
(19)
2zn
u = d0 /(d0 − zn ), (cos θmn )qe is the mth reﬂectarray antenna element radiation pattern raised to an
exponent qe , and d is the distance from the reﬂectarray antenna center to the UE location x = (xn , yn , zn )
as depicted in Figure 2. The integral equations of scattering problem are computed by using the
tabulated Fresnel integrals in [26]. The Fresnel integrals are deﬁned as follows:
 Σ
π
cos 2 d,
(20)
C(Σ) =
2
0
 Σ
π
S(Σ) =
sin 2 d,
(21)
2
0
where Σ takes the arguments of C and S in Equations (17) and (18). Due to the spreading term factor
e−jψmn /dm , the peak of the radiated ﬁeld does not occur at the focal point where all ﬁeld contributions
sum in phase, but it is located at a point between the reﬂectarry antenna aperture and the focal point [9].
This remark will be further demonstrated in the next simulation results section. It is evident that this
model reduces the complexity of computing scattering integral equations. The intensity of |Emn |2 can
be computed by use of the tables in [26]. Similarly, ρRU
m can be expressed as




2 


4πz
S
RU,m
n
RU
(22)
ρm = 

2

1
RU

Z0
E0,m
Am
2
m
zn

where |S RU,m | is the Poynting vector directed from reﬂectarray antenna mth element toward UE
RU the reﬂectarray antenna mth unit cell aperture ﬁeld amplitude, and A the reﬂectarray
location, E0,m
m
antenna mth unit cell size area. It is noteworthy that the aforementioned expressions for the Fresnel
ﬁelds are valid under the assumption that there is a small phase deviation between reﬂectarray antenna
elements. Otherwise, the nonuniform phase distribution on the aperture results in highly dispersed
system of rays in the target focusing area [24].
3.3. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of this model and other models [18, 27] commonly have the same number of ﬂoatingpoint operations (FLOPs) for an equal number of reﬂectarray antenna elements and the number of UE
locations N  . It usually costs O(M N  ) FLOP, where FLOP refers to a single complex ﬂoating point
operation, e.g., addition and multiplication. Nevertheless, the main diﬀerence inherits in the calculation
of the scattered ﬁelds, which has been simpliﬁed here into an operation of searching Fresnel integral
tables. The choice among the searching algorithms usually renders to their ability to cope with the
dynamic environment changes. Also, the candidate searching algorithm has to be characterized by the
lowest average time complexity. For instance, binary search algorithm has a complexity O log(nE ),
where nE refers to the number of table entries.
The model discussed in [27] involves a division operation on each new UE location x, and it costs
O(M (n ) log(n )), where OM (n ) refers to the complexity of the multiplication algorithm, and log(n )
refers to the complexity per digit numbers n . It is obvious that the developed channel gain model is
characterized as low complexity due to the reduction in computing the scattered ﬁelds by searching the
Fresnel tables instead of performing cumbersome integration operations.
3.4. Reﬂectarray Aperture Eﬃciency
The aperture eﬃciency of the reﬂectarry antenna has to be calculated for proper channel gain calculation.
The aperture eﬃciency includes many eﬃciency factors that aﬀect the aperture eﬃciency of the
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reﬂectarray antenna. Among the diﬀerent eﬃciency factors discussed in [28], two paramount terms
are presented here in the context; spillover eﬃciency ηs and illumination eﬃciency ηi . ηs < 1 incurs
a loss for h, where it corresponds to the percentage of the radiated power from the feed antenna
intercepted by the reﬂectarray antenna. ηi < 1 is associated with g, and it corresponds to a measure of
the uniformity of amplitude and phase of ﬁeld distribution on the reﬂectarray antenna aperture. Thus,
the aperture eﬃciency can be expressed as the product of these two terms,
μ = μi μs .
(23)
Meanwhile, other eﬃciency factors are typically associated with the choice of reﬂectarray phasing
elements [22]. A discussion on these eﬃciency factors and their inﬂuences on aperture eﬃciency is not
explored in this paper. For the case of an oﬀset-feed reﬂectarray antenna, the reﬂectarry aperture plane
is illuminated by an oﬀset feed source located at xBS as illustrated in Figure 2(b). The expressions for
μs and μi are derived based on [25] in the framework of the channel gain formulation, and their product
equals μ in Equation (8). These eﬃciency factors μs and μi are mathematically expressed as
   L
(2q + 1)H W
(l02 + ζ)2q
dydy.
(24)
μs =
2 + ζ)q+3/2
2π(2l0 )2q 0
(x2m + ym
0
2
 


(l02 + ζ)q

dxdy 

2
2
1+q+q
e
1
(xm + ym + ζ)
(25)
μi =

2 ,


Aa


(l02 + ζ)q


 (x2 + y 2 + ζ)1+q+qe 
m
m
where ζ = H 2 sec2 θ0 + ym (2H tan θ0 ). The dimensions of a rectangular reﬂectarray aperture are W 
and L along the x and y axes, respectively, and their size area corresponds to Aa . cos θ q and cos θ qe
radiation pattern models are adopted throughout the paper for simplicity purpose. Their exponents q
and qe control the antenna directivity and the shape of the pattern. For instance, as qe increases, the
beamwidth of the unit cell radiation pattern decreases. Thus, the directivity of the unit cell antenna
increases as the value of qe increases, and the directivity of the unit cell is a function of qe value. It is
apparent that these two expressions show that the aperture eﬃciency is a function dependent on the
reﬂectarray antenna conﬁguration parameters (W  , L , θ0 , H, q, qe ), and this feature can play a crucial
role in reﬂectarray antenna design.
4. PERFORMANCE BOUNDS
The observation is y = [y0,1 , ..., yN −1,T ](T ) across all the subcarriers and time in Equation (6). It is
assumed that a narrowband signal has N = 1 and T > 1, which this results in the disappearance of
term e−j2πnΔf τ , and only n = 0 should be considered. Therefore, it would be possible to use diﬀerent
RIS conﬁgurations (ι = 1, ..., I) to make the FIM non-singular. The noise-free term in Equation (7) can
be expressed as
M

hm ejωm ,ι gm = s0 αEEι
(26)
Ξ = s0 μ
m=1

where ωm,ι are the reﬂectarray antenna weights for diﬀerent RIS conﬁgurations following the UE location
displacement. The explicit dependencies of αEEι and g on x can be inferred. In the next subsection,
the performance bounds will be derived.
4.1. Fisher Information and Position Error Bound Analyses
The FIM is composed of the sum of the FIM of each reﬂectarray antenna mth element and each RIS
T
conﬁguration. The unknowns are η = [xT |αEEι |T ∠αT
EEι ] . The accuracy of FIM primarily depends
on taking all variables into account in the estimation. For the sake of brevity, the ﬁrst two variables are
considered in the estimation of FIM for demonstration purpose. The FIM is given by [21] as
 

I 
M



∂Ξ ∂Ξ
=

 ∇H
(27)
J(η) =
η (Ξ)∇η (Ξ) .
H
∂η ∂η
ι
m
ι=1 m=1
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The non-diagonal entries of the FIM J(x, |αEEι |) are equal to zero. Then, by diﬀerentiating Ξ with
respect to both x and |αEEι |, it yields

where

to

∂g
∂Ξ
= s0 αEEι
∂x
∂x
∂Ξ
= s0 αEEι ,
∂|αEEι |

(28)

x − qm
[∂g]m
= −jk
[g]m = −jkem [g]m .
∂x
|x − qm |

(29)

em is the vector pointing from the mth reﬂectarray antenna element toward the UE, which leads

∂g
∂Ξ
= s0 αEEι
αEEι .
(30)
∂η
∂x

By subsisting Equation (30) into Equation (27), this approximately gives J(η). The PEB(η) is
then calculated from the resulting J(η) and is expressed as in [29]
PEB(η) =

traceJ−1 (η).

(31)

The PEB is solely dependent on x. PEB gives a practical measure of the localization accuracy for
near-ﬁeld communication path established between an oﬀset-fed reﬂectarray antenna and a single UE.
4.2. RIS Optimal Beamformer
The goal is to control the phases of the radiation sources on the antenna’s aperture in such a way that
all their contributions sum into an equal phase at a speciﬁc location. Therefore, it is important to meet
the optimization criterion objective on each antenna mth element of an RIS by satisfying the condition
|αEEι | = 1. The optimization goal is then formulated into a maximization problem of αEEι over ωι ,
which can be casted into a ﬁtness function expressed as follows
2

M




ejωm,ι e−jψmn e−jυf m  .
(32)



m=1

∗
have to be adaptively changed to comply with the
Therefore, the compensated phases values ωm,ι
condition laid down as
∗
= (ψmn + υf m ).
(33)
ωm,ι

Clearly, the optimization goal is to ﬁnd Ω, which provides the best positioning quality for the UE.
∗
The optimization ﬁtness function solely depends on the delay measurements. A proper choice of ωm,ι
values would result in ﬁnely focusing the scattered ﬁeld at the target area. It is worth to mention that
the optimal RIS beamformer can be realized as well by reconﬁgurable metasurfaces, which are usually
embedded onto the walls in the smart radio environments as discussed in [30–33].
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
5.1. Simulation Speciﬁcation
An OFDM system operates at fc = 2.4 GHz with total bandwidth W = 312.5 kHz, using 1-subcarrier
and QPSK pilot. The transmitting power is set to 1 mW. The RIS consists of a reﬂectarray antenna of
M = 144 unit cells, extending from [−0.4, −0.4] to [0.4, 0.4] m in x-y plane with an interelement spacings
Δx = Δy = 6.25 cm in both the x and y coordinates. The reﬂectarray antenna unit cells dimensions
are tabulated in [27]. The unit cells of the reﬂectarray antenna are realized by using microstrip patches.
The structure of the reﬂectarray antenna unit cell, constituent materials, and their electrical properties
such as relative permittivity r and loss tangent tan δ, and thickness are shown in Figure 3. Their phases
ωm,ι are implemented by changing the sizes of the patches, which compensates the spatial phase delays
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Figure 3. The structure of the reﬂectarray unit cell and its phase variations versus the patch size,
reproduced from [27].
of the scattered ﬁelds. The operating principle of the variable size technique is based on the fact that
the reﬂected phase from resonant unit cells with diﬀerent sizes would be diﬀerent [22]. The reﬂectarray
unit cell and its phase variation curve versus the patch size are reproduced from [27] for illustration
purpose. The overall structure of the reﬂectarray antenna is depicted in Figure 1. The feed antenna is
located at an altitude of H = 0.351 m and creates an oﬀset angle θ0 = 26◦ from the reﬂectarray antenna
aperture. The radiation pattern model of the feed antenna is assumed to have an exponent of q = 2.0,
and the radiation pattern for the unit cells is modeled with an exponent of qe = 2.5 irrespective of their
varying patche sizes for simplicity purpose. The design goal is to have a target focus area of 0.5 × 0.5 m2
at a distance 0.9 m away from the reﬂectarray antenna aperture along the propagation path r̂.
5.2. Results and Discussion
The radiation patterns of only scattered ﬁelds on diﬀerent coordinate systems u-r, r-V , and u-V are
displayed, whilst the ﬁelds directly radiated from the feed antenna are neglected. The deﬁnition of u-V -r
coordinate systems is illustrated in Figure 2(a). The plane û-V̂ is on the cross section orthogonal to the
propagation path; meanwhile, the û-r̂ plane is along the propagation path to display the characteristics of
scattered ﬁelds. To validate the near-ﬁeld model, the simulation results are compared to the simulation
ones of the model discussed in literature work in [19] using Matlab software. It is considered that
d0 = 2 m, which results in an appearance of the peak value of the ﬁeld at r = 0.9 m along the propagation

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Contoured radiation patterns on the û-r̂ plane in the near-zone. The results were obtained
by using (a) the developed model versus (b) the model discussed in literature.
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path. This exactly meets the design requirements of having a target focus area at the same distance.
The spillover and illumination eﬃciencies are computed using Equations (24) and (25), respectively.
The aperture eﬃciency is the product of these two terms, and it corresponds to 73%.
Figure 4 shows contoured radiation patterns of the developed near-ﬁeld model and the model
discussed in literature on the plane u-r along the propagation path. A good agreement is shown
between the simulation results. Due to the symmetry of the reﬂectarray antenna structure along the
y-axis, the location of the peak ﬁeld strength appears on the y-z plane. The ﬁeld distribution along
the propagation path exhibits the ﬁeld peak at around r = 0.9 m. The contoured radiation pattern
along the propagation path in Figure 5 is taken along the r-axis on r-V plane. It also shows good
ﬁeld distribution within the desired target area, whereas the ﬁelds outside the target area are tapered
down to lower levels. This conforms with the developed model limitation of having a uniform phase
distribution on the reﬂectarray antenna aperture.
The contoured radiation pattern is displayed in Figure 6 on the u-V coordinate at a distance
r = 90 cm. It exhibits the ﬁeld focusing properties before and after the ﬁeld strength peak occurs. This
shows a target focus area of roughly 0.5 × 0.5 m2 , which fulﬁlls the design goal. To better visualize

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Contoured radiation patterns on the r̂-V̂ plane in the near-zone. The results were obtained
by using (a) the developed model versus (b) the literature discussed in literature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Contoured radiation patterns on the û-V̂ plane in the near-zone. The results were obtained
by using (a) the developed model versus (b) the model discussed in literature.
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the focus area, it is demonstrated that the radiation pattern starts to focus with an increasing power
density right after the ﬁelds scattered by the reﬂectarray antenna aperture reaching its maximum value,
then the radiation pattern becomes de-focused as depicted in Figures 4 and 5. Thus, this region can be
marked as the focusing region for practical applications.
Figure 7(a) shows the phase distribution in radians on the reﬂectarray antenna aperture for the case
of the optimal RIS focusing the beam into the target area. The phase distribution values reach several
times of 360◦ , which is practically realized by using multilayer elements to achieve a smoother-linear
behavior of the phase as a function of the dimensions of the patches. This phase distribution can be
further used for deployment of the reﬂectarray antenna mask. The spatial distribution of the PEB for
the optimal RIS is shown in Figure 7(b), where the PEB takes on lower values closer to the focal point.
In the region surrounding the target focus area, lower PEB values can still be achieved throughout this
region for the case of an optimized RIS.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) RIS optimal beamformer phase distribution implemented by changing the reﬂectarray
antenna unit cells dimensions for beam focusing at the target area, (b) PEB as a function of the user
location, and the RIS acts as an optimal beamformer.
Finally, the reﬂectarray antenna is thinned with the goal of having an equal focus area size with
much fewer unit cells than the case of fully populated reﬂectarray antenna elements (M = 144). For
the case of nonuniform reﬂectarray antenna elements, it usually contains a large pool of variables to be
processed by the optimization algorithm [34]. Alternatively, the removal of clustered elements in small
groups of 2 × 1 elements oﬀers a good option for thinning at a low complexity as in [35]. The removal
criteria of clustered elements take into consideration many factors, to name a few: conformity the
symmetry of the reﬂectarray antenna conﬁguration and the phases distribution of an oﬀset fed-antenna
on the reﬂectarray antenna aperture. The locations of the unit cells close to the reﬂectarray antenna
center are then optimized by maximizing the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld distribution onto a focus
area plane at r = 0.9 m.
The objective function involves the maximization of the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld on a sizelimited focus region on xy-plane close to the reﬂectarray antenna aperture. Therefore, the problem is
a typical optimization problem with a limited degree of freedom represented by the locations of the
unit cells close to the reﬂectarray antenna center. The constraints are imposed by the requirement
of avoiding the mutual coupling eﬀect, which necessitates a minimum λ/2 separation guard distance
between adjacent unit cells. A cost function establishes the maximum ﬁeld bounds for diﬀerent points in
the targeted focus near-ﬁeld region, and a proper stopping criterion sets to account for the minimization
of the error diﬀerence. The genetic algorithm (GA) has been programmed in CST MWS for achieving
this ﬁtness function. The simulation results of the optimum thinned reﬂectarray antenna depicted in in
Figure 8 show a good agreement with the exact reﬂectarray antenna and fulﬁll the target focused area
requirement with a reduction factor up to (6%).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Contoured radiation patterns on the û-V̂ plane obtained by using the thinned array
versus (b) the model discussed in literature.
To verify and validate the developed near-ﬁeld model, recall that the gain has to be maximum at
the focal point [23]. Thus, the normalized gain is computed using the developed near-ﬁeld model and
the model described in the literature [19]. The simulation result depicted in Figure 9(a) satisﬁes the
focus condition, and it also complies with the simulation result shown in Figure 9(b). Since the focal
point is located away from the boresight direction, the sidelobes are visible close to the focus zone.
A comparison between simulated scattered ﬁelds along the propagation path r is performed oﬀ the
reﬂectarray aperture. It shows that the ﬁeld peaks coincide at nearly r = 0.9 m. Figure 10(a) shows
the normalized ﬁeld and −3 dB beamwidths along the propagation path. A good agreement is found
for peak ﬁeld locations and range of −3 dB beamwidths. Figure 10(b) displays the derivatives of the
power densities along the propagation path. It is clear that the maximum ﬁeld strengths appearing in
Figure 10(a) coincide at the locations where the derivatives are equal to zero in Figure 10(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Contoured normalized gain on the x-y plane along the propagation path r obtained by (a)
the developed near-ﬁeld model, (b) the model discussed in literature.
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(b)

Figure 10. (a) Normalized scattered ﬁelds in (dB) and −3 dB beamwidths of model discussed in the
literature and developed near-ﬁeld model along the propagation path r, (b) derivative of the power
density of both models.

6. CONCLUSION
A near-ﬁeld channel gain model has been developed for NFF RISs. The channel gain model exhibits
diﬀerent features, i.e., low complexity burden which is a prevalent requirement for changing environment.
Reﬂectarray reconﬁgurability is also considered in evaluating the channel gain, and the channel gain
eﬃciency is derived from the conﬁguration of an oﬀset-fed reﬂectarray antenna. The positioning
performance bounds FIM and PEB beneﬁt from the developed model in computing positioning bounds.
The simulation results of the developed model are validated with results presented in literature, and
the simulation results show good agreement. As future developments, diﬀerent phase tuning methods
for synthesizing aperture phase distribution will be explored with the aim of modifying this near-ﬁeld
channel gain model.
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